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ABOUT

S.B.M.Polytechnic Alumni Association is the association of
past students of Shri Bhagubhai Mafatlal Polytechnic. The
association was formed in 1980, for the following objectives:
To secure and support intimate contact amongst the alumni, present
students, and the staff.
To promote and support educational activities and programs for the benefit
of the alumni.
To assist the alumni in every manner possible, through specialized
knowledge and experience gained in the profession.
To maintain a permanent record of the alumni.
To promote social and cultural activities and conduct activities that are of
interest to the alumni through fundraising, publication of a magazine or
bulletin.
To promote the cause of technical education and/or to advise and represent
professional bodies, industries, educational institutions, and Government
bodies.
To create greater rapport between SBMP and Industries.
To institute awards to deserving students of the Polytechnic

DR. M.Z. SHAIKH
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Principal

On behalf of the SBMP’s Alumni
Association, I as President of the Alumni
Association, welcome you all. This is
going to be a platform for all of us to
establish a strong kinship and take our
institute to a higher level of success. It will
enable us to embrace all the opportunities
to change the life of alumni and students
in pursuit of academic and industrial
excellence. One of my goals is to preserve
a bond, enduring relationship among
alumnus and institute. I request you to
become an active alumni and pour your
heart out for upliftment of the institute.

DR. VANDANA
BHATT
Chairwoman

DR. VANDANA BHATT
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Chairperson

At the out set I thank all of you to provide
me opportunity to repay to my alma matter
and keeping faith in me to be a chairperson
of Alumni Association.
Lets have team spirit to work towards
rejenuvating our alma matter. We should
work to the best of our ability to set example
for our future alamanite and growth of
institute and provide guidance to upcoming
engineers.
I welcome you all in this association.

MRS. NEETA KADUKAR
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Vice

-

President

S. B. M. Polytechnic, Mumbai is launching
newsletter of Alumni Association with great
pleasure and immense pride. We have crafted
the career and shaped citizens of the world for
decades. The list of eminent students passing
out, further pursuing education at institutions
of excellence across the globe and going on to
have great careers. We wish to pass on this
experience to our current crop of students.
This alumni association provides them with a
forum for interaction and creates a network
for them to grow and connect.
Alumni associations provide a platform for
rich and diversified interaction with those
who share an alma mater, shaped and
nurtured in their formative years they pass on
this experience and skills gained to the
students and alumni thus creating a well
woven web for supporting the institute,
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students and the alumni as well. We are proud to
acknowledge the vast number of successful
students who have made a mark for themselves
in the world. We invite the entire alumnus to
come and share their success stories and network
with their ilk through this forum. An institution
thrives on the strength, expertise and networking
possibilities offered by the eminent alumni. We
invite you to join hands and build a symbiotic
relation. The contribution you make will ensure
that this edifice stands the test of time, emerging
as the best in class. We can only offer the
foundation; the onus is on you to take it forward
by leaps and bounds. We welcome our Alumni
as members of SBMP alumni association. We
look forward to your contribution to make this
alumni association a great success.

DR. ASHOK KHADE
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Co-

Chairperson

It is my great pleasure to get associated and
present myself as a Co-Chairman of Shri
Bhagubhai Mafatlal Polytechnic Alumni
Association. I have been deeply involved for
many years in helping social organizations
especially supporting downtrodden section of
the Society. I started my journey from a very
humble beginning to an Entrepreneur and
raising my Company M/s. DAS offshore
Limited to the tune of Rs.300 crores. During
my journey of over 3 decades as Entrepreneur
and in social life, there have been many
anchors who supported me all along in my
growth. It is very proud moment that in this
growth SBMP is one of them.
It is very happy moment that this booklet is
not just a document but a mirror that depicts
the lives of our alumni, their hardship and
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and success. I further want to lay emphasis on
bringing maximum number of alumni
together for the development of the SBMP
Association in terms of all aspects. I pledge to
be the back bone of this association and
request your whole hearted participation.
With Best Wishes for expanding the SBMP
Association to a new heights and bringing
glory to its activities.

MR. GAJANAN

BADWE
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TPO/Secretary

Warm greetings to all of you. I consider it an
honour to welcome you all to this alumni
stand through this booklet. It is indeed my
earnest desire to bring the alumni closer
through this medium, to express themselves.
As the secretary of alumni association my
vision is to nuture a rich culture amongs all of
us which will lead to strong network and
foundation for upcoming engineers of our
polytechnic. I wish you all the best and invite
you to participate. Multitech 2020 was a grand
success, more such events will be conducted in
coming future for which we seek participation
of each alumnus in helping us achieve
objectives for the association.

MR. DAKSH PANDYA
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Vice Chairperson

Every one of us have walked different paths
along our journeys through life. As Shri
Bhagubhai Mafatlal Polytechnic's alumni, we
are united by knowledge experience and
memories from our college days!
Although we may have journeyed far from
college, the knowledge experience and
memories are a part of our personal stories and
have contributed in our growth. Our
experiences have shaped us to who we have
become today and made us better family
members, colleagues, neighbors, and alumni!
I, Daksh Pandya, am deeply humbled and
honoured to serve as the Vice Chairperson of
Shri Bhagubhai Mafatlal Polytechnic’s Alumni
Association.

PROF. A.C. MEHTA
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Ex- Principal / Invitee

I congratulate Managing Committee of
SVKM’s S.B.M.Polytechnic Alumni Association
for their initiative charting out road map
incorporating Membership Drive, Event
Organisation, Fund Raising and their
commitment for the same.
I am sure that under leadership of our
distinguished alumni Dr. Vandana Bhatt and
Dr. Ashok Khade coupled with guidance and
support from patron Shri. Amit Sheth and
President Dr. M.Z.Shaikh the association will
reach to further heights.
An alumnus is an asset to the institute as he
gives something back to enrich the institute in
terms of experiences shared and expertise
volunteered. He is also an Ambassador who
disseminates the values and ideals this institute

Contd.
stands for.
The Alumni of the S.B.M.P. have done
exceedingly well in all spheres of life at both
national and international levels and brought
name and fame for themselves as well as to their
Alma Mater.
S.B.M.P. Alumni Association provides an
excellent platform for networking of the entire
distinguished alumnus..
Coming together is a beginning;
Keeping together is progress;
Working together is success.
I appeal all alumni to actively participate
in the programmes of the association and
contribute to make the alumni association a
great success.
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Eminent Alumni
Dr. Vandana Bhatt

Batch of 1974

The penwoman expresses gratitude towards
S.B.M.P. for moulding her life in the field of
arbitration. Dr. Bhatt is the first woman
secretary of institution of engineering in USA.
She also represented India in many such
countries. Her struggle made her to claim
many national and international awards. With
her great knowledge for the subject she wrote
many books on technological expect of
contract. She owe this to her alma matter
S.B.M.P. Her journey shows that self belief and
hard work will always earn you success.

Dr. Khade is the best epitome of
DR. ASHOK KHADE
determination and consistency. From being a
son of small farmer, spending his childhood in
village and becoming a business tycoon in
Mumbai in the field of dock industry, is what
his success depicts. He owes all this to
S.B.M.P. for giving the opportunity to be a
diploma graduate in Mechanical Engineering.
Batch of 1979
He is a founder of DAS offshore company
and has achieved intense growth from being
a small fabrication contractor to strong hold
group of companies.

Mr. Ritesh Shah

Batch of 2002

To be engineer and serve the nation was his
childhood dream. After his primary
schooling, he joined S.B.M.P. and graduated
in Electrical Engineering. He stated how one
year implant training changed his thought
process and gave him exposure of industry
management. He always believed, "If you can
dream it, you can do it". He completed his
degree and is presently working as a Founder
at SwitchBazar.com, a leading Electrical B2B
Marketplace for Global Trade.

By chasing a dream he achieves his respective
goals. Mr. Daksh Pandya is a diploma graduate
of Industrial Electonics Engineeering, S.B.M.P.
He is managing partner of Ekraft, an IT service
provider which was found in year 2012 and has
built portfolio, application and IT channels. Over
the years, Mr. Daksh has successfully built ideas
from scratch and converted them into cash
generating businesses. He always followed a
mantra ,“If you give a good thing to the world,
then over time your karma will be good, and
you'll receive well.

Mr. Daksh Pandya

Batch of 1999

Mr. Ravindra Hule

Batch of 1978

Alumni of SBM Polytechnic , completed
diploma in plastic engineering. Also completed
Diploma in Mumbai university. He is an
entrepreneur who established ' Vijaya
engineering works ' in injection molding. His
biggest achievement in this field is Best
Technology Award in Plastic India 2007-08 for
injection stretch blow molding machine, built
and developed with his two S.B.M.P. classmates.
He is a marathon runner and also a restaurateur.
He is very enthusiastic in setting and achieving
new goals. Besides these all, he's a man of
integrity.

Mr. Manthan Savla

SVKM SBMP imparted the values of
Integrity and diligence, while teaching me
the importance of hardwork.

Batch of 2014

Mrs. Kinjal Khandhar

Batch of 2001

Born in Gujarat but lived in Mumbai gave
her an experience of lifetime to cope up with
any problems. Admission to S.B.M.
Polytechnic will always be considered as her
stepping stones to success along with the
motivation of her near and dear ones. Her
love and pursuit for automation persued to
study hard and apply for Masters in USA.
After her completion, she turned to India
worked in many companies. In her word,
only education and hard work is the efficient
key to success.

Mrs. Mittal Mehta

After deciding to pursue her career in IT field,
she stopped at best college for the course i.e.
SBM Polytechnic. Her life at college will
always remain special and learning was so
relevant and tangible. After completing
diploma she further completed B.Tech in IT
and cyber forensic and related law. Focusing on
goals and by crossing every odds she achieved
utmost success. She have also led and executed
various cyber transformation engagement for
multiple organization.

Batch of 2002

Alumni Speaks
Vaibhav Sawant
Civil Engineering

Batch of 2014

In the shadow of SBMP
We grown as champ...
With the knowledge and
techniques we learned,
We are able to do world's
revamp.......

Throughout my life, I discovered a lot of
things about myself. After schooling, I
knew engineering was the field I want to
go towards. As I searched for engineering
colleges, I could really relate to
Bhagubhai. Getting into this college was
one of the best decision. I got to
participate in various co-curricular and
extra-curricular activities which helped
be widen my creative spectrum and
supported my passion for sports along
with excellent teaching and great
industry exposure. I am very grateful to
the Institute and our faculties !

Vaibhav Sawant
Civil Engineering

Saili Shelke

Mechanical Engineering

Batch of 2018

Vatsal Parikh
Mechanical Engineering

Batch of 2021

My journey with our
college was filled with fun &
adventures. It taught me life
lessons as well as gave me a
different perspective. I
would like to sincerely
thank my faculty members
who have served as a
blessings in disguise.

Krina Shah
At SBMP, the courses, faculty, resources,
and community here, are all wonderful.
There is truly a culture of caring about the
students and doing everything possible to
help them succeed. The academics are
challenging but the academic faculties are
always very receptive to the students
needing assistance.
SBMP is one of the leading colleges in
town allowing for internship, making
students ready for future endeavours.
My experience in college has given me a
chance to sharpen my skills in the field of
my choice.

Electrical Engineering

Batch of 2010

Shivam
Electrical Engineering

Batch of 2014

It was my second phase of life towards
the college after schooling and thank
god I got such an amazing college for
entering into the field of engineering
and technology. Along with teaching I
was lucky to get an exposure to outside
industry through inplant trainings
which shaped all the student for future.
This was on the best and amazing part
of my career. Along with teaching, the
sports and cultural committee were just
fabalous. Thank you for everything I
am today!!!

Jenil
Electronics Engineering

SBMP is one of the best Polytechnic
and has always given immense
contribution to the technical
development of students in favor of
Engineering and Technology and
transforms Students into Engineers to
solve real world problems. We are
grateful to graduate from here which
shaped our career.

Batch of 2014

Sarah
Computer Science Engineering

Life at SBMP went from
being a roller coaster to the
light at the end of the
tunnel. A true light of future
opportunities.
Batch of 4

“COLLEGE LIFE”
These 'TWO' words consists thousands of
memories.
From nervousness of first day to the tears of last
day,,
From the first successful mass bunk to the
emotional desire of getting just one more extra
lecture,,
From pulling someone's leg for the first time to
well,.... Promising to do it life long,,
From not knowing someone at all to being
BEST FRIENDS FOREVER
I am grateful for kind and supportive faculty of
SBMP who have helped throughout my
journey.
WE ALL HAVE GROWN A LOT IN THIS
UNFORGETTABLE JOURNEY AND WILL
CHERISH IT LIFELONG...

Neha Parmar
Plastic Engineering

Batch of 2021

Omkar Naik
Chemical Engineering

Batch of 2021

My Journey in Shri Bhagubhai Mafatlal
Polytechnic’s Chemical Department was
like Part of School of Science which
Explains Each & All Concepts of Science &
Technology in the Most Easily
Understandable Form; Rather than
Understanding Every Concept by
Definition, at Our Chemical Department
we Understand Concept based on
Metaphors which we can Personally Relate
to in Our Day-to-Day Life’s.
I would Just like to Thank My College;
SBMP & the Professors of Chemical
Department for making me A Responsible
Student which I am Today. If it weren’t
them, then I wouldn’t be the Person I am
Today.

Charmee Mehta
Information Technology

We didn't know we were
making memories; we were
just having fun and fun
filled memories got created
Batch of 2016

Neel Kantharia
Plastic Engineering

Batch of 2021

My journey in this college has not
been less than a roller coaster. From
tremendous anxiety on the first day
of college ; to the heart wrenching
last day of the college life , I have
come a long way.
I am grateful to the very amazing
faculty of Bhagubhai . They have all
been so kind and supportive
throughout that it really made me
feel like my “second home”.
Thank you Bhagubhai for
everything .

Purav
Computer Science Engineering

Life at SVKM SBMP was
bliss, with elite academics,
co-curricular, teaching, and
foundation facilities.
Batch of 2014

Best Alumni Award
Prof.H.C.Patel Award for Best Alumni was instituted
subsequent to Prof.H.C.Patel resigning as Principal of Shri
Bhagubhai Mafatlal Polytechnic in the year 1988.
At the felicitation organised to bid him farewell a purse
was presented in recognition of his contribution to the
SBMP Alumni Association. This purse was in turn
announced as creation of a corpus fund to award the
alumni for having contributed the most during the year
for its growth.
Following alumni members have received the above
award:
1) R.P.Roy
2) Suhas J. Mhaskar
3) Ajit G. Achrekar
4) Pravin H.Sanghavi
5) Dayanand R. Ochani
6) Bhargav D. Hathi
7) Sourabh I. Shah
8) Abhijeet Thakkar
9) Ravi G.Chavan
10) Dinesh B. Shinde
11) Pratik H. Shah

Best Alumni - 2021

MR. PRATIK SHAH

To start with I adore my life span of being a student in Shri
Bhagubhai Mafatlal Polytechnic from 2003 when I secured
my seat in Computer Engineering. It was a enlightening
journey which not only enhanced my technical skill but also
made me a grow into being good individual. After a
successful completion of becoming a graduate of diploma
engineer, I stepped into graduating from Vivekanand
College of Engineering from 2006 to 2009. I was destined to
be blessed with the opportunity to work as Lecturer in my
maternal college. I started working as lecturer here from
2010 and continued doing the same till date with lots of
affection. I am also a active part of admission process since
last 10 years. After devoting time and warmth for a decade
and being the secretary and treasurer for a certain tenure, I
was overwhelmed to receive the best alumni award of Prof.
H.C. Patel. I thank all who felt I being worthy of
it and pledge to serve the institute throughout my life.

SHRI VILE PARLE KELAVANI MANDAL'S
SHRI BHAGUBHAI MAFATLAL POLYTECHNIC's

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION SUB - COMMITTEE
As discussed in managing committee meeting dated
9th October, 2021. Sub - committee are hereby
constituted with the following members:1) Fund raising committee
- Mrs. Anita Kulkarni - convenor
- Mr. D. M. Karad
- Mr. Janardan Kulkarni
- Mr. Siddharth Parmar
- Mrs. Meghna Humbal
2) Event Managing Committee
- Mr. R. D. Shimpi - convenor
- Mr. N. D. Adate
- Dr. P R. Parate
- Ms. Neelam Petkar
- Mr. Dinesh Shinde

SHRI VILE PARLE KELAVANI MANDAL'S
SHRI BHAGUBHAI MAFATLAL POLYTECHNIC's

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION SUB - COMMITTEE
3) Membership Drive Committee
- Mr. V. B. Vanvari - convenor
- Mr. Daksh Pandya
- Mr. Swapnil Darji
- Mr. Pankaj Rattled
- Mr. Utsav Parekh
4) Student Co-ordination Committee
- Mr. G. J. Badwe-convenor
- Mr. Pratik Shah
- Mr. A. K. Chore
- Mr. L. B. Deshpande
- Mr. Abhijit Dongaonkar
- Mr. Sachin Jagad

Dr. M. Z. Shaikh, President
Dr. Vandana Bhatt, Chairperson
Mr. G. J. Badwe, Secretary
----------------------------------------

SHRI VILE PARLE KELAVANI MANDAL'S
SHRI BHAGUBHAI MAFATLAL POLYTECHNIC's

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
STUDENT- COMMITTEE
As discussed in managing committee meeting dated
9th October, 2021. Student working committee are
hereby constituted with the following members:Neel Bhagvati
- Civil Engineering, Sem V
Vansh Damania - CSE, Sem V
Raj Patel
- Civil Engineering, Sem III
Raj Shah
- Mechanical Eng. Sem III
Abhishek Sharma - Electrical Eng. Sem III
Tanisha Gosalia - EXTC, Sem I
Bhavik Padhiyar - Plastics Engineering, Sem III
Maithili Khamkar - Chemical Eng. Sem III

Dr. M. Z. Shaikh, President
Dr. Vandana Bhatt, Chairperson
Mr. G. J. Badwe, Secretary
----------------------------------------

